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u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50. This is a puzzle game where you have to really think. I used play a game similar to this on a peg
board and you had to jump over pegs until there was only one left. This game is basically the same thing only each level is
handmade and not all the lily pads are occupied. And the red frog has to be the last remaining frog (or toad, whatever). The
green frogs can jump to eliminate other frogs but can't jump over the red frog. Red rules the lily pads! That's it from what I've
seen. Oh, and if you finish a level fast enough and get three stars they will give you a reward of flies! Yeah, yummy, just what I
wanted. The flies are used for hints when you get stuck on a level. The graphics are cute cartoon-style. The music is ok, I guess,
it's just in the background and I don't really pay attention. THere are a few achievements (they don't have hundreds like some
games recently!). No Trading Cards (yet?!). Don't let the cuteness fool you. There are some mind-boggling puzzles in this game!
SO if you like logical thinking puzzles, then this game is for you.. This is a puzzle game where you have to really think. I used
play a game similar to this on a peg board and you had to jump over pegs until there was only one left. This game is basically the
same thing only each level is handmade and not all the lily pads are occupied. And the red frog has to be the last remaining frog
(or toad, whatever). The green frogs can jump to eliminate other frogs but can't jump over the red frog. Red rules the lily pads!
That's it from what I've seen. Oh, and if you finish a level fast enough and get three stars they will give you a reward of flies!
Yeah, yummy, just what I wanted. The flies are used for hints when you get stuck on a level. The graphics are cute cartoon-
style. The music is ok, I guess, it's just in the background and I don't really pay attention. THere are a few achievements (they
don't have hundreds like some games recently!). No Trading Cards (yet?!). Don't let the cuteness fool you. There are some mind-
boggling puzzles in this game! SO if you like logical thinking puzzles, then this game is for you.. u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50
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